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ABSTRACT

The secondary carbide particles in nonledeburitic high-speed steel has been investigated. It
was found that employing the scanning electron microscopy was indispensable stage of the
stereological assessment of the carbide phase in this steel. The MBC6 type carbides
precipitated while tempering have been characterized by area fraction, mean size (mean area
of plane section), size distributions, mean shape factor and shape factor distribution. Owing
to longer time of austenitizing, area fraction and mean size of the secondary carbides
increased, which were accompanied by more homogeneous distribution of these particles in
the matrix.
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INTRODUCTION

Insufficient resolution and magnification employed while measuring carbide particles in HSS
seem to be the reasons of erroneous estimation of both local and integral stereological
parameters of this phase. Moreover, confining to investigations based only on light
microscopy makes it impossible to establish even qualitatively certain structural factors of
HSS’s performance. Consequently it is difficult to shape effectively these steels’
microstructure through technology optimization. Obviously large particles of the size more
than approximately 1 um, also inhomogeneously distributed in a matrix, may be successfully
assessed with image analysers working with light microscopy. Hence, proper selection of
microscope’s parameters is of importance and significantly affects accuracy of stereological
investigations of dispersed phase in HSS (Richter, 1994).

MATERIAL

The alloying philosophy of nonledeburitic high speed steel (NHSS) consists in the proper
balance of carbon’s and carbide fonner’s (mainly Ti and Nb) contents (Cwajna, 1991). Such
a chemical composition (Tbl.1) assures replacement of eutectic carbides typical in common
grades of HSS by uniformly distributed TiC and NbC primary carbides. Both metal-
lographical specimens and lathe tools were made of the forged bars of 25 mm in diameter
and given heat treatment by annealing, hardening and tempering of various parameters.












